A transient asymmetric distribution of XNOA 36 mRNA and the associated spectrin network bisects Xenopus laevis stage I oocytes along the future A/V axis.
In Xenopus oogenesis, the mechanisms governing the localisation of molecules crucial for primary axis determination have been uncovered in recent years. In stage I oocytes, the mitochondrial cloud (MC) entraps RNAs implicated in germ line specification and other RNAs, such as Xwnt-11 and Xlsirts, that are later delivered to the vegetal pole. Microfilaments and microtubules gradually develop in the cytoplasm, sustaining organelles as well as the MC. At stage III, other mRNAs migrate to the vegetal hemisphere through a microtubule-dependent mechanism. We report here the isolation of a cDNA encoding XNOA 36, a highly conserved protein, whose function is to date not fully understood. The XNOA 36 transcript is abundantly accumulated in stage I oocytes where it decorates a filamentous network. At the end of stage I the transcript gradually segregates in a sector of the oocyte surrounding the MC and opposite the ovarian hylum. Here, XNOA 36 mRNA distributes in a gradient-like pattern extending from a peripheral network towards the interior of the oocyte. This distribution is similar to that of alpha-spectrin mRNA. Both mRNAs are segregated in one half of the 250 microm oocytes, with the MC located between the XNOA 36/alpha-spectrin mRNA-labelled and unlabelled regions. XNOA 36 mRNA localisation was uncoupled from that of alpha-spectrin mRNA by cytochalasin B or ice-nocodazole treatments, suggesting that the two transcripts rely on different mechanisms for their localisation. However, immunolocalisation experiments coupled with in situ hybridisation revealed that the XNOA 36 transcript co-localises with the protein spectrin. This observation, together with the finding that XNOA 36 mRNA co-precipitates with spectrin, indicates that these two molecules interact physically. In conclusion, our data suggest that XNOA 36 mRNA is localized and/or anchored in the oocyte through a cytoskeletal network containing spectrin. The putative implications of this finding are discussed.